I
was excited to see "Diffusion Waves and Their Uses" on the cover of the August 2000 issue of PHYSICS TODAY and read Andreas Mandelis's report (page 29) with great anticipation. It is a timely follow-on to an excellent article by Arjun Yodh and Britton Chance ("Spectroscopy and Imaging in Diffusing Light," PHYSICS TODAY, March 1995, page 34) emphasizing optical tomography. A rapidly developing application in atmospheric science where the objects of study are dense clouds provides a further demonstration of the power of diffusing light.
From 1994 through 1996, I was part of a team at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center working on an observational curiosity in cloud remote sensing using reflected sunlight. The definitive explanation of this curiosity required radiative Green function theory. 1 Ignoring practical considerations, we theoreticians realized that one should go from passive to active remote sensing: A cloud's Green function for photon diffusion could, in principle, be observed directly using laser radar (lidar) techniques. From this diffuse laser photon field, we can reliably (and some day cost-effectively) infer cloud thickness and density, possibly with some information about internal variability, at scales of about 0.5 km. 2 The conceptual leap was to drop the routine single-scattering model for lidar signals and to work instead with the diffusion equation to model the time-dependent multiple scattering processes inside the opaque cloud mass. The corresponding instrumental leap was to detect the weak "off-beam" signal emerging from the cloud at large distances from the laser beam. This was successfully done under heavily overcast skies at Goddard by September 1996 with a conventional zenith-pointing detector and a near-IR beam gradually deflected away from zenith. 2 The continuous-wave signal, within its natural variability, followed the theoretical prediction out to 12 degrees, corresponding to 0.3 km at cloud base; at that point, it was lost in the solar noise. Now, at NASA there is no progress without an acronym; thus "cloud THickness from Off-beam Returns (THOR) lidar" was born!
In September 1994, the first-ever atmospheric lidar experiment from space, the Lidar-In-space Technological Experiment (LITE), was successfully conducted by NASA's Langley Research Center. LITE pulses returned from dense clouds proved to be temporal counterparts of the spatial Green functions we were to detect at Goddard. In spite of LITE's conventionally narrow field of view (FOV), this is truly an off-beam signal since the unprecedented distance puts essentially all orders of in-cloud scattering into the FOV.
The remaining challenge in THOR lidar is to measure the diffuse laser-generated light field at once in both space and time.
During the same period in the early 1990s, but for entirely different reasons, researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory had developed a highly sensitive imaging/timing detector for the Remote Ultra-Low Light Imaging (RULLI) project. 3 A colleague of these individuals, Steven Love, quickly recognized that RULLI could be adapted to cloud studies. He and I discussed this at a meeting in 1995. In 1997, I joined the space and remote sensing sciences group at Los Alamos. With help from the RULLI team, we soon fielded a prototype Wide-Angle Imaging Lidar (WAIL). Interested readers can actually see cloud Green functions-literally, for bright green light at 532 nm-in "movies" downloadable from the Web at http://niswww.lanl.gov/~love/clouds.html.
At Los Alamos we are currently redesigning the source-filter-detector suite to give WAIL daytime capability, hence the ability to monitor the important diurnal cycle of clouds. A parallel effort is under way at Goddard's THOR lab to build an airborne instrument. It will have a massive fiberoptic bundle feed at its focal plane to deliver light to an array of photomultiplier tubes, each assigned to an annular sector around the beam.
It is now easy to see why Yodh and Chance's 1995 article made a deep impression on me. In medical imaging, it is vastly preferable to probe soft tissue with harmless near-IR photons rather than with high levels of x rays, especially to discover that the tissue is healthy. After heavy x-ray exposure, who can be sure? In meteorology, we have good reasons to probe clouds with visible light rather than the currently fashionable microwave approach. Earth's climate is largely controlled by how clouds interact with sunlight; by using green light, we avoid the uncertain translation from the cloud's radar reflectivity to the desired optical properties in the solar spectrum. So, we had invested our limited start-up funds to study "photon migration" and perform "optical tomography" of sorts with clouds, even before learning these expressions.
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Many Uses for Diffusion Waves diffusion wave theories have variously been used to describe propagation in poroelastic media, 1 the wave-driven dynamics of reacting solutes in homogeneous media 2 and in mixed media characterized by composite heterogeneity, or by interfaces at which discontinuities in the wave field are maintained. 3 In
Of particular interest are nonlinear diffusion waves, which are often relevant for groundwaters near beaches, river banks, and so forth, and which display unusual characteristics. 4 Various examples of nonlinear diffusion waves are described in refs. 4 and 5.
Mandelis concentrated his discussion on applications close to modern physicists' hearts, including materials science, photonics, and so forth. What I hope to have shown is that these peculiar waves are also important in other areas, reinforcing Mandelis's conclusion that diffusive propagation is a topic worthy of further study. The neutron physics community has spent decades walking the path from diffusion to transport, elucidating the effects of strong absorption, anisotropic scattering, and boundary effects in space and time. 2 Many of us are saddened to find our colleagues in the field of diffusion waves, particularly those dealing with optical tomography, 3 reinventing the wheel by grappling with these issues. Visiting a neighbor's garden can be very productive.
MICHAEL G. TREFRY
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California Institute of Technology Pasadena
M ANDELIS REPLIES: I was delighted to see the reactions to my article "Diffusion Waves and Their Uses" (Physics Today, August 2000, page 29). In addition to the three letters published here, I received several letters and comments privately. The spectrum of disciplines that encompass diffusion waves is much broader than my article indicates. The article acted as an awareness call to the scientific community regarding the strong interdisciplinary character and analytical-diagnostic potential of diffusion waves.
As Michael Trefry's letter describes, the very recent use of diffusion-wave methods in the study of organic compound migration in stratified media can clarify the transport of cyclic diffusive transients subject to sinusoidal boundary conditions (his ref. 3) . To my knowledge, the earliest applications of diffusion waves to mass transport with modulated input sources concern metals, electrolytes, dialysis membranes, and the study of harmonic atomic and molecular diffusion processes through polymers by means of pressure oscillations inside a vacuum chamber.
1 Oscillatory sorption measurements were reported even earlier. 2 Noel Corngold pointed out the very early work on neutron waves. These are harmonic fluxes of neutrons produced periodically in beryllium surrounded by heavy water (Corngold's ref. 1, p. 212). Many similar harmonic physical phenomena can be described as diffusion waves.
Viscosity waves are still controversial, 3 but there is growing evidence that they are forced into existence by gravity-wave nonlinearities and reflections. Wavelengths can be 8-26 m. At the other extreme, thermal waves at high modulation frequencies can exhibit wavelengths of only a few microns.
The correspondence shows, however, that many scientists consider time-domain diffusive transport as "waves." This is widespread in the literature, including the interesting cloud remote-sensing research based on radiative Green-function theory in the diffusion limit of the transport equation, reported by Anthony Davis (see his ref. 2). I object to this practice, since the "wave" label, mainly describing hyperbolic propagation (for example, D'Alembert traveling waves), is obviously inconsistent with the parabolic nature of diffusion. To be sure, diffusion waves, as the harmonic versions of the diffusion equation in the Fourier transform sense, qualify only as pseudowaves with many shortcomings of the time-domain equations. 4 The spectral decomposition of the time-domain hyperbolic equations with a diffusion term has been used in the study of wave propagation in poroelastic media, and many features of purely diffusion-wave behavior, such as strong spatial damping of the wave amplitude, have been noted, as in Trefry's ref. 1 .
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The equivalent mathematical underpinnings between time-dependent diffusion and harmonic diffusionwave equations tend to be glossed over by many researchers who assign to the latter periodic disturbances properties of propagating (hyperbolic) wave fields that properly belong to the former. Corngold's argument that the telegrapher's equation (otherwise known as "second sound," 5 ) is an improvement over the infinitely fast diffusive propagation is correct; however, this has seen little experimental use within the (harmonic) diffusion-wave communities. I guess the main reasons are that the telegrapher's equation is an ad hoc generalization of Fourier's linear diffusion equation, and that there is no real problem in interpreting data by means of simpler diffusion-wave equations satisfying simultaneity rather than causality; and that the time-delayed expressions introduce relaxation times that are short compared to, say, conduction heat transfer times. This large time-scale difference between conductive transport and second-sound-type relaxation time tends to minimize any perceptible differences between instantaneous and time-delayed responses, offering mostly imperceptible exactitude at the expense of additional mathematical complexity.
I agree with Corngold that the introduction of the concept of neutron waves in the 1950s preceded the tremendous growth of diffusion-wave applications in, for example, the photoacoustic and photothermal communities in the last quarter century. Nevertheless, for a primarily experimental field, neutron waves do not seem to have been as important to neutron diffusion science as their more conventional time-resolved counterparts (Corngold's ref. 1 and ref. 2 chap. 4.2). My bias against counting time-resolved diffusion as "diffusion waves" has led me to conclude that only recently has progress occurred in the diffusion-wave area, to which Corngold has objected. I am grateful, however, that he insightfully pointed out the need for more sophisticated analytical approaches to diffusion-wave applications as they spread across many disciplines, such as charge-carrier-wave dynamics and diffuse photon density waves. I agree with his exhortations for cross-fertilization between current diffusion-wave groups and workers in the broader transport physics areas. To date, the opportunity for cross-fertilization remains largely unexplored, exciting, and potentially fruitful territory, especially in the limiting case in which periodic diffusion lengths become commensurate with mean free paths of random microscopic and mesoscopic motion. 6, 7 
